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Note that this document is intended as an indicative 
guide to the options available for installing Caravaggio 
and is not supplied as a definitive instruction. Please 
also be aware that each Caravaggio is bespoke  and  
supplied as a kit for each project and as such 
specifications and dimensions may vary. 
 
Local  environmental considerations must be taken into 
account before installation begins with regards to 
whether the mounting surface is suitable, whether it can 
be pierced by fixing hardware and whether it is able to 
hold the weight of the lighting. Attention should also be 
paid to the specifications and type of fixing hardware 
which will be used to affix the lighting to ensure it is 
compatible with the mounting surface. 
 
Universal Fibre Optics Ltd is not liable for any damage  
or loss caused due to an installation by a third party, if 
unsuitable materials are used during the installation 
process or if installation is carried out on an unsuitable 
surface.



Caravaggio LED Picture Lighting

INSTALLATION  PICTURE LIGHT  OPTION 1  WITHOUT PICTURE RAIL

Installing a standalone picture light to illuminate downwards using the curved mounting brackets. When using this method the  fixings 
between the brackets and the mounting surface would be hidden behind the artwork being illuminated.

Artwork (hung by client) 
Hides light fixings

Rear - facing artwork

Front - facing viewer
2  off M4 CSK screws per 
fixing point - 8 in total*

Available in 300mm, 500mm, 750mm and 1000mm lengths*

* Note that the 300mm 
variant is supplied with a 
single curved bracket - 
with 4 off fixing holes in 
total.

An additional hole will 
be required under one of 
the curved brackets to 
allow the power cable to 
be run.

INSTALLATION  PICTURE LIGHT  OPTION 2  WITHOUT PICTURE RAIL

Installing a standalone picture light to illuminate upwards using the curved mounting brackets. When using this method the  fixings 
between the brackets and the mounting surface would be hidden behind the artwork being illuminated.

Rear - facing artwork

Front - facing viewer

Available in 300mm, 500mm, 750mm and 1000mm lengths*

* Note that the 300mm 
variant is supplied with a 
single curved mounting 
bracket - with 4 off fixing 
holes in total.

2  off M4 CSK screws per 
fixing point - 8 in total*

An additional hole will 
be required above one of 
the curved brackets to 
allow the power cable to 
be run.
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UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as 
they vary between 
installation surfaces.

Artwork (hung by client) 
Hides light fixings

UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as 
they vary between 
installation surfaces.
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Caravaggio LED Picture Lighting

INSTALLATION  PICTURE LIGHT  OPTION 3  WITHOUT PICTURE RAIL

Rear - facing artwork

Front - facing viewer

Available in 300mm, 500mm, 750mm and 1000mm lengths*

* Note that the 300mm 
variant is supplied with a 
single horizonatal 
mounting bracket - with 
2 off fixing holes in total.

Installing a standalone picture light to illuminate downwards using the horizontal mounting brackets. When using this method the  fixings 
between the brackets and the mounting surface are be hidden behind a decorative cup.
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2 off M4 CSK screws per 
fixing point - 4 in total*

An additional hole will 
be required behind one 
of the decorative cups to 
allow for power cable to 
be run.

EXAMPLES  WITHOUT PICTURE RAIL
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Artwork hung by client

UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as 
they vary between 
installation surfaces.
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Caravaggio LED Picture Lighting

INSTALLATION  PICTURE LIGHT  OPTION 4  WITH PICTURE RAIL

Installing a picture light to illuminate downwards using the curved mounting brackets. When using this method the  fixings between the 
brackets and the mounting surface would be hidden behind the artwork being illuminated. Power is supplied via a decorative power 
and picture hanging rail which can be used to  supply power to multiple luminaires. Power rails are a custom specification for each 
project and multiple rails can be joined to make long lengths. Decorative chain can be supplied to hang artworks from the rail and all 
power cables are coloured to match the finish of the luminaire and rail.

Rear - facing artwork

Front - facing viewer

Detail for fixing of 
luminaire and  curved 
brackets is the same as 
option 1 on previous 
page.

Decorative chains 
to support artwork

Power 
cable 
from rail to 
luminaire

Decorative 
finials

Fixing brackets every 500mm

EXAMPLES  WITH PICTURE RAIL
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Artwork hung by client

UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as 
they vary between 
installation surfaces.

Power 
cable



Caravaggio LED Picture Lighting 

INSTALLATION  ASTA & CORTA SPOTS  WITH PICTURE RAIL

Both these spotlights are easily installed by clamping onto the picture rail over one of the rear power slots. No power cables are visible 
from either spotlight. The Asta is suppled with an extension arm - as standard 450mm but can be varied if required. The Corta luminaire 
clamps directly onto the power rail. 

Front - facing viewer

Decorative chains 
to support artwork

Decorative 
finials

Asta Spot

Corta Spot

EXAMPLES  ASTA & CORTA
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Asta SpotCorta Spot
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Artwork hung by client

UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as 
they vary between 
installation surfaces.

INSTALLATION  SOLA STANDALONE SPOT
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Option of round or rectangular 
mounting foot.  Both options 
require 2 off M4 CSK screws.

An additional hole will be 
required behind the foot to 
allow for power cable to be run.

UFO do not specify exact 
mechanical fixings as they vary 
between installation surfaces.

Important – power to the rail 
must be turned off prior to 
installing or removing Asta or 
Corta spots from the rail.



Caravaggio LED Picture Lighting

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Power Consumption (per picture light) Max. 20W (inc.8 LED fittings)

Voltage 11 to 15V DC

Functionality Manual Dimming  2 Tracks

Colour Temperatures 2700K, 3000K or 4000K

CRI >95

Available Shade Lengths 300mm, 500mm, 750mm, 1000mm

Internal Spotlight Lens Options 14° / 16° / 20° / 30° / 45° / 54°

Arm Outreach Length Typically 270mm from mounting surface

Material & Finish (shade & arms) Polished brass

No. of LED’S per Shade 8 maximum

PICTURE LIGHT

Tube Material Brass outer with PTFE insulated  
centre aluminium conductor

Tube Dimensions 25.5mm diameter maximum  
2000mm standard section length*

Power Supply Unit 15V DC  PSU power output  
dependant on lighting load

Tube Supply Requirement 11 to 15V DC

Maximum Rail Length Limited only by supply of  
DC power along the length**

GALLERY RAIL

Light Source Cree XPL High Density LED

Colour Temperatures, CRI 
& Lumens output

2700K: >90 CRI | 300lm 
3000K: >90 CRI | 300lm 
4000K: >80 CRI | 340lm

LED Power 4.5W per fitting

Optics Choice of 8.5°/9.6°/14°/25°/30°/40°

LED Life 50,000 hours

Material & Finish Polished brass

ASTA & CORTA SPOTLIGHTS

Light Source LED

Colour Temperatures, CRI 
& Lumens per Watt

2700K: 98 CRI (Typical) | 46lm/W 
3000K: 96 CRI (Typical) | 51lm/W 
4000K: 95 CRI (Typical) | 54lm/W 
5700K: 91 CRI (Typical) | 73lm/W

Power Consumption 1.6W per fitting

Voltage 3.2v (nominal) @ 500mA

Constant Current Drive Options

No dimming 
Manual dimming (local & remote) 
Mains dimming 
010V current sink & current source 
DMX 
DALI 

Optics Choice of 7°, 9.5° or 21°

LED Life 50,000 hours

Material & Finish Polished brass

SOLA SPOTLIGHT

NOTES

The Caravaggio gallery rail and picture light are bespoke 
lighting components which are made by our engineers 
specifically for each order. Some parts of these products 
are finished by hand and therefore these parts are subject 
to  the dimensional tolerances that would be expected 
from  a hand finished item. 
 
The maximum length of each gallery rail is 10 metres. 
Please also be aware that light output can be diminshed 
slightly over longer rail lengths. For best performance we 
recommend using as short a rail as possible. 
 
After installation, if there are problems with the control of  
the lighting due to use of a third party controller, UFO 
reserve the right to charge a call-out fee if we are required 
to assist with the rectification of the problem.


